Our Main Problem
We want to be able to generate points in n-dimensional spaces, where these spaces are either continuous (the n-cube) or discrete (arrays of dimension n). We want our points to be easy to specify|preferably by a linear rule|and we want them as evenly spread as possible. In the discrete case, we want to generate a permutation of all the points in an array; in the continuous case, we want to avoid duplicates. A particularly good solution to this problem when n = 1 is to select points in the unit interval by the rule that the k-th point is x k = ((k ))
where = (1 + p 5)=2 (i.e., the familiar golden mean) and ((x)) = x ? x] denotes the fractional portion of x (see 1, 16] ). This rule works well|it generates points that are well dispersed| because is hard to approximate with rationals 8]. If x j x k for j < k, then x k?j 0, (or x k?j 1), consequently (k?j) m for some integer m. This gives a rational approximation, m=(k ? j) which should not be especially good unless m and k ? j are both large. Write a%b for the value of a reduced modulo b. The corresponding good solution to the one-dimensional discrete case is given by X k = kF m?1 %F m (2) which is simply a discretization of the rule given above for x k . This gives a permutation of the numbers 0; 1; : : : ; F m?1 . In case the sequence has a length, L, that is not a Fibonacci number, let A L= such that gcd(A; L) = 1, and let X k = kA%L (3) Generalizing Continued Fractions, Golden Means, and Fibonacci Sequences
In 4] we constructed a generalization to higher dimensions of periodic continued fractions whose period is one: = (1; p) = 0; p] 1=p. In the notation \ (1; p)" the rst parameter denotes dimensionality, and the second parameter an arbitrary positive integer. We used the observation that (( (p + 1) )) = (p + 1) ? 1 cuts the interval from to 0 in a manner geometrically similar to the way cuts the interval from 0 to 1:
? 0 1 ? 0 = ? (( (p + 1) )) ? 0
Stated algebraically, this is : ? ((p + 1) ? 1) = 2 , or ( + p) = 1. Although scalar multiplication does not generalize nicely to vector multiplication, we found that we could generalize this notion of geometric similarity. In two dimensions, let the vector = (2; p) = (x; y) (1=p 
The vector (2; p) = (x; y) similarly appears in 0 B @ p 0 1
These observations lead to our calling vectors like (x; y) \generalizations of periodic continued fractions," and, when p = 1, \generalized golden means." The above 2 2 and 3 3 matrices can be used to de ne some \Fibonacci-like" sequences, as follows. The sequence G = G(1; p) is given by p 1 1 0 ! m 1 0
In other words: G 0 = 0; G 1 = 1; G k = pG k?1 + G k?2 (9) (G = G(1; 1) is the familiar Fibonacci sequence.) The ratio of two successive members of the sequence is + p = lim
(where is (1; p); (1; 1) is the familiar golden mean). Similarly, the sequence G = G(2; p) is given by 0 B @ p 0 1
In other words: G 0 = 0; G 1 = 1; G 2 = 1; G k = pG k?1 + G k?3 ; for k > 2 (12) and then x + p = lim
Let n and p be positive integers. Let = (p; n) be a point in the n-cube given by, 
Continuous Linear Pixel Shu ing ) has no nontrivial common factor.) As a consequence, we cannot straightforwardly visit the pixels in the order speci ed. Rather, we must develop a double loop rule which allows us to visit the pixels labeled 0, then the pixels labeled 1, and so on. Table 1 7 1 14 8 2 15 9 3 16 10 4 17 11 5 18 12 6 9 3 16 10 4 17 11 5 18 12 6 0 13 7 1 14 8 2 15 18 12 6 0 13 7 1 14 8 2 15 9 3 16 10 4 17 11 5 8 2 15 9 3 16 10 4 17 11 5 18 12 6 0 13 7 1 14 17 11 5 18 12 6 0 13 7 1 14 8 2 15 9 3 16 10 4 7 1 14 8 2 15 9 3 16 10 4 17 11 5 18 12 6 0 13 16 10 4 17 11 5 18 12 6 0 13 7 1 14 8 2 15 9 Table 1 : The dither mask corresponding to G 10 = 19; i.e., T ij = (9i + 13j)%19. The box around the 0 at location (13,10) is referred to in the discussion following Lemma 1.
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The subscript position (i 1 ; i 2 ) = (G m?1 ; G m ?G m?2 ) within the G m G m array approximates the position of ( 1 ; 1 ? 2 ) within the unit square (where (2; 1) = ( 1 ; 2 )); consequently, the multiples of (i 1 ; i 2 ) are smoothly distributed. The entry (13; 10) = (13; 19?9) is indicated by a box in Table 1 (that table is 
The 3 3 matrix in Eq. 23 has unit determinant, and so do all of its powers:
Using G m = G m?1 + G m?3 and G m = 0 (arithmetic modulo G m ), we have 
Continuous Progressive Rendering
A common form for computer graphics programs to take is shown in the following pseudocode fragment:
for every pixel (x,y) compute c = color_function(x,y) paint the color c at pixel (x,y)
These programs do not necessarily need to paint those pixels in \row order," saving the most interesting pixel locations for many minutes into the plotting procedure. The scan lines can be painted in the Fibonacci shu e order, or the pixels can be painted in the two-dimensional G = G(2; p) shu ing order (n = 2), as given by Eq. (19) or (27) . This alternative pixel ordering can provide early indication that the image being plotted is the image desired, and it serves as an e cient speedup of graphics software development, parameter space experimentation, or image data bank browsing. Because the shu ing is by a simple linear rule in the method given in Eq. (19), the shortest distance from the currently plotted pixel and any previously plotted pixel is easy to determine: it is simply the minimum distance any pixel has ever been to 0. Consequently, the image can be rendered early with \fat pixels" to illuminate the entire screen. As the population of rendered pixels gets larger, the size of the fat pixels can be gradually reduced, always assuring that no new fat pixel ever overwrites a previously correctly drawn pixel. 
Image Compression
The speed with which images become recognizable, and the redundancy of the painting of most of the pixels late in the rendering process, suggests a compression algorithm for binary images; namely, only describe the painting of new fat pixels at locations where the color needs to be changed. This has the novel e ect that the truncation of such a compressed description to a pre x is a lossy compression, not a description of lossless compression of a fraction of the image. set out_image to all white; initialize (x,y) ; initialize fatness width; for( k = 0; k < pixel_count; k++ ) { update (x,y) and width; if( out_image(x,y) != in_image(x,y) ) paint fat pixel of "width" in out_image at (x,y); report k; } Figure 5 : The compression algorithm.
set out_image to all white; for each k determine (x,y) and width; paint fat pixel of "width" in out_image at (x,y); Figure 6 : The decompression algorithm.
The compression algorithm (see Figure 5 ) works with two images, the input image, in image, and a copy of that image, out image, which is initialized to all white. It sets about creating the copy by plotting fat pixels in the same order that the rendering algorithm discussed above operates, except that in case the pixel in out image is already the correct color (black or white), it does not modify out image. When it does modify out image, it simply writes to the description report the pixel's identi cation number. The decompression algorithm (see Figure 6 ) operates by reading the reported pixel identication numbers written by the compression algorithm, and interpreting each of them as a command to draw a fat pixel in its own version of out image. Early experiments of this are promising 14]. The compression ratios|in the mid 80% range|are competitive with run length encoding, and the images are quite recognizable when only the rst 12.5% of the encoded description is used to form the image.
Sampling
In the eld of medical imaging, it is often necessary to rescale the brightness mapping in order to enhance the contrast of the portions of diagnostic interest within an image. For example, X-rays should optimize the tone scale towards displaying bones as clearly as possible. X-rays can be very large, so it would be time-consuming to try to nd all the bone pixels, determine their brightness histogram, and then rescale. The image can be subsampled at the sequence of pixels labeled X j (as given in Eqs. (19) and (27)), and when enough bone pixels have been located (a few thousand rather than a million), their data can be used to represent that of the whole image. It is clearly necessary that the sampled image portions be very smoothly distributed, so pseudorandom sampling is ruled out.
Searching Spaces
It is often necessary to search a large image for one or more copies of a subimage, such as a highlighted \region of interest," a person's face, or registration marks on forms used in to optical mark recognition and optical character recognition systems. In order to search for the subimage, one places the subimage over a subwindow of the large image and computes the distance or correlation between the subimage and the subwindow contents. By moving the subimage all over the large image, searching for a large correlation, one will eventually locate the subimages of interest. A row-order motion of the subimage over the image is clearly painfully slow. Moving the subimage to successive points X j (Eqs. (19) and (27)), appears to be signi cantly faster than the commonly used Fourier \FFT" methods 23].
Dithering in Two and Three Dimensions
Image Halftoning A region of black-and-white pixels on a piece of paper or a computer monitor can give the impression of, say, 25% gray if 25% of the pixels are black and those black pixels are smoothly distributed throughout the region. One way to achieve such a smooth distribution is to use an LPS rule: generate the rst 25% of the pixels in the region of interest and color them black. (28) This mask is de nitely meant to be developed \on the y"; that is, the values M i] j] can be computed as needed rather than pre-computed and stored; the computing e ort is no Figure 7 : Shaded ball using the G 9 = 13 mask.
more than the cost of subscripting. See Table 1 for the 19-level mask. The halftoned images Figs. 7{12 were generated using this Method 2. Whichever method is used to form a dithering mask, we recommend the parameters, G 19 = 595, G 21 = 1278, and G 22 = 1873. These parameters produce excellent halftoning results 26] as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . (The two synthetic gures of a shaded ball and a ramp were chosen for their reproduction abilities in a medium over which we have little control. These images are rendered in a 600 600 array of pixels. The \Lenna" images 20] are 200 200 pixels; these sizes were chosen to allow the dot structure to show clearly as well as being less subject to corruption by the various steps in the printing processes for this report.) For contrast, we also display Figs. 7{9, which show the e ect of the mask based on G 9 = 13, which only provides thirteen gray levels. The dither mask that we would use to produce 19 levels is shown in Table 1 . We also show the e ect of \dithering with white noise", i.e., using the results of drand48() for a dither mask; see Figs. 13{15. White noise, by de nition, has equal power at all frequencies. Visually, this means that there are disturbing (muddy) artifacts which correspond to the low frequency components. The human visual system is insensitive to very high spatial frequency information|such patterns are integrated to give the appearance of gray. Good dithering techniques have a \blue noise" aspect (so called because white noise is the uncorrelated random signal with roughly equal power at all frequencies; the power in blue noise is concentrated at the higher frequencies); see 27]. Figure 8 : Ramp using the G 9 = 13 mask. Figure 9 : Lenna using the G 9 = 13 mask. 
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Animation Halftoning
To construct halftoning masks in three dimensions, we work with G = G(3; p) for small values of p. We construct a halftoning mask for three dimensions:
M i] j] t] = (iG n + jG n+1 + tG n+2 )%G n+3 (29) (Note that the sequence G (3; p) has the property that G n , G n+1 , G n+2 , and G n+3 are always relatively prime.) Such a mask makes the dithering rule correlated from frame to frame in an animation sequence 7] . Alternatives, such as 3D error di usion or random dithering, often introduce visually disturbing artifacts, such as \ ies" and \boiling" 10]. The artifacts we have seen in some initial experiments using this scheme are more like smooth waves.
One Dimensional Dither
Finally, one-dimensional signals, can be digitized (e.g., for audio CD recordings) with dithering by a quasi-random generator, ((t )) at time t. That is, if the input, analog signal at time t is a t , then the output, digital signal is a t + ((t )) ? 0:5]. Cf. 19, 28] . This is, of course, dither produced using the nonperiodic, one dimensional dither mask given by Eq. 
Monte Carlo Integration
The integral of a function on a unit volume domain can be approximated by averaging the value of the function at several sample points in that domain. Because the behavior of the function may be unknown, one may not be able to tell exactly how many points to sample before the samples are actually taken, so one continues to sample until the integral estimate appears to converge. If the samples are taken from a uniform grid, the number of points may increase by powers of 2n in dimension n (\the curse of dimensionality"). Consequently, one often resorts to \white noise" such as that generated by drand48() in the standard C math library. Unfortunately, this generator makes clumps and gaps in the domain, because each point is chosen independently of the others (this is usually considered to be a desired property of a pseudorandom number generator). One thousand pseudorandom points are shown in Figure 18 . The error associated with an integral estimate using N white noise points is O(N ?1=2 ) (see 18]). The in nite version of LPS comes to the rescue to generate sample points in the unit cube in n-space (see Figure 19 ). Use the points x j of Eq. (18) 
The proposed sequence is very evenly distributed, and our experimental results indicate that that it may produce estimates of integrals using N points with an error of O(N ?1 ), i.e., twice as many good digits for N probes as white noise gives 22] .
As an experiment, we selected a function f(x; y) whose integral over the unit square was known to be zero, since f is the product of two functions of one variable each of which is the derivative of a function which vanishes at 0 and 1: f(x; y) = x m?1 cos(2 x m )y m?1 cos(2 y m ) (33) One such function is shown in Figure 20 . To magnify the error behavior of two di erent techniques for sampling points to evaluate, we neglected the division by N, and evaluated
for many values of N. Figure 21 shows the results of four experiments, three pseudorandom estimates of N times the integral, using three di erent seeds, and one LPS-based estimate. The error for the LPS estimate is shown, expanded, in Figure 22 ; the LPS error in these experiments is about 1% of the pseudorandom method's error. Number of Trials Figure 21 : The error associated with three pseudorandom integral estimates and the LPS estimate. The error associated with the LPS scheme is shown hugging the abscissa. 
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Color Palette Determination
Most current color workstations support 256 3 di erent colors, but they only allow a palette of 256 of these to be used for any particular image. Given a natural or synthetic image, how can the appropriate palette be chosen? A very good but very time-consuming method performs a statistical clustering analysis of the actual color usage. A quick and dirty approach is to start with an empty palette, and then render the image, pixel by pixel, using an existing palette color if the right color is already on the palette, add the new desired color to the palette if the palette is not yet full, and use the closest palette color when the palette is full. If the pixel rendering is by row order, a terrible picture will result. The bottom halves of such images look like they were painted \by number", because colors that appear in the bottom half but did not appear in the top half often fail to have good approximations on the palette. By traversing the pixels of the image in the linear pixel shu ing order, relatively good images result. Our initial results with some synthetic ray-traced images are visually competitive with the expensive statistical clustering approach 6]. Another approach to color palette selection is to train a Kohonen neural network 11] to mimic the distribution of the colors actually used in an image with a 32 32 8 \cortex". However, if the training is done by selecting the colors from the image in row or column order, very slow training is almost assured. If the pixels are chosen according to linear pixel shu ing order, the training can be substantially faster, and the resulting images are of the highest visual (subjective) quality of the methods we have tried 6].
Neural Network Weights
One application of neural networks is to perform nonlinear two-class discrimination of points in R n . A typical structure of such a network 11] is y = sign(V (Wx))
x 2 R n is the point to be classi ed. W and V are matrices of dimensions m n and 1 m, respectively, where m is the number of \hidden units" (see Fig. 23 ). W is the rst layer of synaptic weights, and V is the second layer. is a nonlinear scalar function, such as tanh, and y = 1 is the classi cation. The matrices V and W are determined by a training process to produce a low error on a set of labeled training exemplars, (x; y) (meaning: when the network's input is x, the desired output is y). If W is an m n matrix, the m-vector (Wx) is referred to as the feature vector for the point x. If the features are evolved well, then the matrix V solves a relatively simple linear discrimination problem in R m . Figure 23 shows a net with structure 3{8{1 which can be used to classify points in 2-space (one of the input nodes is generally constantly set to unity to provide a bias or threshold for the nodes in the next layer).
We have some encouraging results that for some problems we can use the points x j , for j = 1; :::; m as the rows of W and then solve for V using an iterated least-squares method 13]. Of course, m must be large for this to work. After V is determined, we must extract a submatrix of W for the nal network. This submatrix may be found by a genetic algorithm as in 15].
Other Applications for LPS
As we see from the foregoing, the LPS method has a wide variety of applications, many of which have been identi ed, and several initial studies indicate the value of this approach to the generation of points in space and the points within a discrete rectangular array (with the space and the array of arbitrary positive integral dimension). Other applications that we have not developed in the present paper, but that are the subject of present investigation, include the speedup of estimations of image morphology, training data generation for neural networks, higher dimensional and gray-scale compression techniques, and normal distribution generation. The author invites correspondence with researchers who can add to these lists of experiences and application areas.
